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Abstract
Wind measurement is important for estimating wind energy potential, but it is relatively costintensive and often conducted at a narrow height from the ground level. The typical range of most
turbine hub heights is from 30-50 m or even higher. Extrapolation on wind data thus becomes
necessary to estimate the wind speed at different heights. Doing so requires the essential
understanding of wind shear characteristics representative to a location or a region. The analysis is
carried out from the vertical profile of meteorological observation collected from 50 m tower at
Sathyabama University during the period of 2010-2014. The tower is located near the coastal
region in Chennai. The tower is equipped with instruments to measure several meteorological
variables. For wind speed and direction, they are routinely measured at different heights, which are
considered well suitable for wind shear characterization. In this work, the characteristics of wind
shear exponent at the tower were investigated and discussed, with emphasis on temporal (diurnal
and monthly) variation and spatial distribution.
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1. Introduction
Wind power has received continued interest
worldwide because it is abundant and clean
(i.e., non-polluting), and its utilization does
not contribute to global warming. Wind
energy development has been active and
continued in Tamil Nadu. The effective and
successful development of a wind energy
program depends significantly on the
availability of winds. Thus, the wind resource
of an area or a region of interest for wind
energy application needs to be assessed.
Various methods of wind resource
assessment have been proposed, ranging
from measurement methods to computer
simulation techniques (Landberg et al., 2003).
Measurement methods are straightforward
and desirable but relatively cost-intensive.
Wind Resources and Environment, Tamil
Nadu, have been established for wind
measurement, which is often conducted at a
limited height from 2-10 m, although the
range of most wind turbine hub heights is 3050 m or even higher. Several meteorological
and wind monitoring programs are present in
Tamil Nadu and operated or owned by
governmental
and
non-governmental
organizations (Farrugia, 2003). However,
most of them are limited to near-ground
measurement.
Analyzing the relationship between the
*Corresponding author:

environment and the atmosphere on a local
scale is complicated on a meso-scale concept.
The sea breeze is a meso-scale occurrence
(Oke, 2006), up to 100 km confirmed to the
coastal environment. The local vegetation
and aerodynamic characteristics of land
surface directly affect the transport of
momentum, energy and substances between
land surface and atmospheric boundary layer.
Therefore, the subject of every kind of
process on land surface becomes essential
(Stull, 1988 and Hosomia et al., 1997).
Atmospheric boundary layer and surface
parameters are mostly important in air
pollution dispersion analysis. Many pollution
sources and their dispersion come about
within the roughnesses of surface layer in the
lower atmosphere. The roughness length is
essential in determining wind shears over a
surface and manipulating mechanical
turbulence development. An enhancement of
large roughness value increases surface
friction and this increases vertical turbulent
mixing and affect vertical wind shear.
In case of lack of wind measurement at a height
above the ground surface, extrapolation of
wind speed measured near the ground is
often made, which typically use the following
well-known
power-law wind
profile
relationship (Rehman and Al-Abbadi, 2005).
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where U1 and U2 are the winnd speeds at
a
heights (above thee ground) Z1 and Z2,
respectivvely, α is thee wind shearr exponent or
coefficieent (shortly, the shear exponent).
e
A
typical vvalue of 1/7 (or ~ 0.14) for
f α is often
n
adopted when no reecommendatiion for other
specific values is avaailable.
E
(1) with α = 1/7
7
The relaationship in Equation
th

is custom
marily calledd the 1/7 pow
wer law, and
d
it generrally well describes
d
w
wind
profiles
within 50
5 m abovee the grounnd for nearrneutral cconditions (G
Gryning et al., 2007).
In Tamiil Nadu, to the author’ss knowledgee,
there haas not been
n much inveestigation of
wind sshear charaacteristics. The
T
50 m
instrumeented meteorrological tow
wer is located
d
in Sathyyabama Un
niversity loccated in thee
coastal
areas
(
(Lattitude.12
°52'23.14"N
N,
C
Thee
Longitudde 80°12'57.19"E) of Chennai.
primary objective of
o this towerr monitoring
g
m
is
to
provide
long-term
m
program
meteorollogical data in the lowerr atmospheree
at heightts up to 50 m (above thhe ground) to
o
support air quality managementt (Paton and
d
Manomaaiphiboon, 2013). Eacch tower is
equippedd with various insttruments to
o
measure several meteorologica
m
al variabless,
n,
which are wind speed andd direction
temperatture, humiditty, radiation,, and rainfalll.
Wind sppeed and direection are meeasured using
g
at five ddifferent heig
ghts (2, 8, 16, 32 and 50
0
m), whicch is consideered well suiitable for thee
wind sheear study. An example of
o wind sheaar
study using data from
m tall towerss can be seen
n
wartz and Ellliott, 2006). In this work
k,
in (Schw
the charracteristics of the shear exponent for
this statiion were invvestigated, with
w emphasis
on tempporal (diurnal and monthhly) variation
n
and overrall occurrence of time diistribution.
2. Methoodology
Five yeaars (Jan., 20010 - Dec., 2014) of ten
n
minutes wind data frrom the toweer is obtained
d
n
and usedd in the inveestigation heere. Equation
(1) was employed to determinne the sheaar
d
exponennt. The qualitty of wind daata measured
at 50 m,
m 32 m, 166 m, 8 m, and
a
2 m was
analysedd by the Nattional Instittute of Windd
Energy (NIWE), co
onsidered and
a
screened
d
d
that werre good and reliable. Thiis is believed
to be cauused by distturbances froom structures

Figure 1.
1 Terrain map of the area.

2.1. Determinaation of Win
nd Shear
p
is to iddentify
Thee main objecctive of this paper
the vertical wind sheaar models and
proocedures thaat decrease the uncerrtainty
corrrelated wiith wind shear anaalysis.
Meeasuring a wiind shear using remote seensing
andd tall windd turbine sites are more
exppensive
t
than
an
mented
instrum
metteorological tower. In the
t estimation of
winnd resources,, the use of wind
w
shear models
m
addded with unccertainty. The most comm
monly
useed methods of estimatinng wind sheaar are
knoown as the loog law and thhe power law
w. The
surfface roughneess length iss a parameterr used
to characterize
c
shear and is
i also the height
h
aboove ground level wheree the mean wind
veloocity is zeero. The suurface rougghness
valuues for varioous types off terrain are listed
in Table 1.Thee power law
w exponent values
v
ypes of terrains are listted in
for different ty
Tabble 2.
Tab
ble 1. Surface roughness valuees for various tyypes of
Source: Wind Resource
R
Asseessment
terrain. (S
of India).

T
Terrain
Descrription
Verry smooth, icee or mud
Calm open sea
Blown seea
Snow surfaace
Lawn grasss
Rough pastture
Fallow fieeld
Crops
Few treess
Maany trees, hedg
ges, few
buildingss
Foorest and wooodlands
Suburbss
Cennters of cities with tall
buildingss

Surface Rough
S
hness
Length, zo (m)
(
0.00001
0.0002
0.0005
0.003
0.008
0.01
0.03
0.05
0.1
0.25
0.5
1.5
3.0
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Table 2. Power law exponent values for different types
of terrain.
Terrain Description
Smooth, hard ground, lake or
ocean
Short grass on untilled ground
Level country with foot-high
grass, occasional tree
Tall row crops, hedges, a few
trees
Many trees and occasional
buildings
Wooded country – small towns
and suburbs
Urban areas with tall buildings

Power law
exponent, α
0.10
0.14
0.16
0.20
0.22 – 0.24
0.28 – 0.30
0.4

2.2. Wind Shear Analysis
The wind speed measured at heights 2, 8 and
16 m were referred as the lower heights. The
wind speed data at 32 m and 50 m are the
highest levels compared to the lower levels.
2.2.1. Vertical wind speed profile
Over most natural terrain, the surface cover is
not uniform and changes significantly from
location to location. While atmospheric
pressure gradient force is the major control of
wind speed and direction in the ABL, winds
near the ground are heavily influenced
through frictional drag imposed by surface
roughness (Oke, 1987). This frictional drag
causes turbulence, giving rise to a sharp
decrease in wind speed as the underlying
surface is approached. The height at which
this frictional drag influence is felt is related
to the size and distribution of the underlying
surface elements. Theoretically, roughness
length z0 is defined as the height in meters
above the ground level in which the mean
wind speed becomes zero when the
logarithmic
wind
speed
profile
is
extrapolated downwards through the surface
layer (Huschke, 1989). As z0 is observed to
increase with the average height and spacing
of individual elements of the ground cover,
such as trees or houses, it is often defined in
this fashion. An alternative but related
definition suggests that z0 is the size of
turbulent eddies on the ground surface
created when winds are disrupted by items on
the surface; where larger z0 values indicate
larger eddy mixing, and likely larger surface
objects (Panofsky and Dutton, 1984).
The atmospheric surface layer closest to the
earth, in general whose height normally
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ranges from 2 to 200 m above the ground is
influenced by contact with the earth's surface.
The lowest 10% of the atmospheric boundary
layer, called the surface layer is where
turbulence and friction drag from the ground
are the most considerable effects (Huschke,
1989). The surface layer of the ABL has been
broadly studied due to its ease of access and
significance, as all human being life resides
in this layer. The studies observed on these
characteristics were often reliable and were
used to form the basis of the similarity theory
principles that are used today in defining the
characteristics of vertical wind profiles
within ABL (Stull, 1988). Precise scaling
relationships (such as the Monin-Obukhov
similarity theory) were developed for the
surface layer and consequently verified to be
accurate when the winds are not calm, and in
heights between 10 to 200 m above ground
(Panofsky et al., 1977). These resemblance
relationships began to function as the
groundwork for the scientific study of the
most important feature of the surface layer
for wind energy developers and air quality
managers. Two types of models are most
extensively used in practice: the logarithmic
and the power law models.
2.2.2. Surface Roughness Length
Roughness length has usually been estimated
for local sites from vertical wind profiles and
micrometeorological theory. The wind speed
increases as the height increases. The
frictional forces play a significant role when
dealing with wind velocity profile even
though they were caused by the surface layer
of the earth, which is called roughness
length. Logarithmic profile is the common
profile to represent wind speed in
atmospheric boundary layer. The influence of
z0 on the logarithmic wind profile is
significant. When z0 is small, the wind
profile increases rapidly with height over a
short length, and then is relatively uniform
above that height. When z0 is large, the
profile has a slow and smooth increase with
height (World Meteorological Organization,
1981).
3. Results and Discussion
This section provides detailed monthly mean
wind speed, cumulative distribution function,
vertical wind shear profile and surface
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roughnesss at 2, 8, 16,
1 32 and 50
5 meters for
2010-2014. Tables 3 and 4 shoow the wind
d
speed annd wind dirrections valuues at 50 m
level dduring soutth-west andd north-easst
monsoonn periods forr the years 20010 to 2014.
Table 3. M
Mean wind speeed and wind direction
d
valuees
d
during
south-w
west monsoon foor the years2010
0
t 2014.
to
Year

UNE
JU

JUL
LY

AUG
G

SEP
P

WS

WD

WS

WD

WS

WD

WS

WD
W

2010

4.7

213

4.0

218

3.9

223

3.5

217
2

2011

4.6

225

4.4

227

4.1

224

4.0

222
2

2012

4.2

210

4.3

214

5.2

216

3.6

215
2

2013

5.0

245

4.1

254

4.5

222

4.1

222
2

2014

4.8

219

5.1

227

4.1

217

3.8

219
2

Table 4. M
Mean wind speeed and wind direction
d
valuees
d
during
North-eeast monsoon for the yearrs
2
2010
to 2014.
Year

OCT

NOV

(a)

(b)

DEC

WS

WD
D

WS

WD
D

WS

WD
D

2010

3.1

215

3

1333

3.2

1788

2011

2.6

189

3.5

1388

3.6

1466

2012

3.6

1544

3.5

1577

3.3

1000

2013

3.4

2044

3.1

1255

3.9

1477

2014

2.5

178

3.8

1688

7

1288

nthly Wind Speed Profiile
3.1. Mon
The moonthly meann wind speeed analysis
carried oout for five years
y
from 22010 to 2014
4
at all levvels from AB
BL and depiccted in Figuree
2(a-e). In 2010, the mean wind speed
d,
graduallyy increases
from
Februaryy
to May aand reducess up to October.
O
Thee
highest mean winnd speed of 5 m/s
occurs inn the month of
o May in thhe 50 m levell.
In 2011,, the highest mean wind occurs at thee
month of June. Thee wind speeed graduallyy
decreaseed from Januuary to Marrch and then
n
increasinng. From June to October it
i
decreasees. The meaan wind sppeed has thee
value oof 4 m/s inn March inn 2012 and
d
suddenlyy reduces to the month of April and
d
graduallyy increases.. In Octobeer, the wind
d
speed inncreased up to
t 4.5 m/s. From
F
Januaryy
to June the wind sppeed increased from low
w
level off 3m/s to the
t
highest wind speed
d
occurs aat 5 m/s, affter that it is
i reduced to
o
lower sppeeds. The wind speedd of 5.2 m/s
occurs hhas the highest in the monnth of July in
n
2014 andd gradually decreases
d
after that.

(c)

(d)

(e)
Figu
ure 2. Monthlyy mean wind sp
peed profiles foor years
2010 to 2014.
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3.2. V
Vertical Win
nd Shear Prrofile
For eextrapolatingg the energyy resources, the
poweer law and
d log law proved to be
preferable at diffferent heighhts. Power law
exponnents or log
garithmic fitss differ in wind
w
speedd profiles annd there is an uncertaiinty,
accorrding to the hub-height wind speeds of
lowerr height aneemometer data. The poower
law exponents vary by thee function of
locatiion, time andd other factors. In this stuudy,
the poower law annd the log law
w exhibit a good
g
accurracy for rougghness and shear
s
coefficcient
and hhave the saame certaintty as shown
n in
Figurre 3. The shhear parametter is dependdent
on atmosphericc stability and ideeally
determ
mined in diffferent atmosspheric regim
mes.
The w
wind shear iss near to a tyypical power law
exponnent value. Shear exponnents develooped
from five yearss of data are appliedd to
determ
mine the ro
obustness off the power law
methood.
Surface Rou
ughness
3.3. S
Frictiional forces act as an im
mportant role in
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wind speed profile. Thee frictional forces
f
are
o the surfacee layer of atm
mosphere
at the base of
that depend
ds on roug
ghness lenggth. The
general proffile to repreesent wind speed in
atmospheric surface layer proofiles is
oughness lenngth and
logarithmic profile. Ro
wind shearr profile for differennt wind
directions fo
or the yearss 2010 to 20014 were
analysed ovver the sitee (Figure 4).
4 Local
meteorologiccal roughneess associatted with
studies connducted usinng the expeerimental
data obtaineed with 500 m tower. Various
factors affecct the vertical wind shear, either
directly or indirectly including
i
rooughness,
d
Thhe ground
stability wise and wind direction.
l
indiccates the degree
d
to
roughness length
which wind is slowed down
d
by fricction as it
passes closee to the grouund (Martanoo, 2000).
The wind is slowed dow
wn in rougheer ground
as the roughhness length is large. In tthis study
the roughneess length iss analyzed for
f every
month that occurs
o
3 to 4 meters ABL
L for five
years, whichh refers to laandscapes with
w many
trees and buiildings.

Fiigure 3. Verticaal wind profiless for years 2010
0-2014.
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4. Conclusions
C
Thee work carrried in this study is near an
urbban coastal arrea at Sathyaabama Univeersity.
Thee wind sh
hear coeffiicient has been
deteermined andd the effect of vertical wind
sheear on veloccity has beeen analyzedd. The
pow
wer law is in
n good agreeement to thhe real
surfface layer wind
w
profilee near the coastal
c
smoooth terrain
n. There is a signiificant
inflluence of laand-sea inteerface that shows
s
low
wer wind shear coefficcient duringg sea
breeze conditioons than in land breezee. The
v
months of Marcch to June shhow higher values
w
shear component, the other months
m
of wind
shoow lower vaalues. The variation
v
of wind
sheear with different
d
d
directional
sector
empphasized thee major rolle played by
b the
topography and
d land use. Roughness
R
l
length
s
deppendent on wind
w
directioon, as
is strongly
upsstream topoographic feaatures are more
releevant to loccal turbulennce in horizzontal
winnds, rather thhan local toppographic feaatures.
Low
w and high values are clearly obsserved
durring onshoree and offshhore flows.. The
chaaracteristics of roughnesss length annd its
varriations stroongly affectted the lannd-sea
inteerface in diffferent sectorss.

Figure 44. Surface roughhness for years 2010 to 2014.
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